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Film & Television Updates! 

COYOTES OF CARTHAGE: This dark, funny and whip-smart political novel is in active development for 
Television with Cavalry Media, the production company founded and run by Dana Brunetti. Dana 
Brunetti is best known for his work on hit political television dramas like House of Cards, and on the film 
side, The Social Network.  

  

NO ONE TELLS YOU THIS: With the author, Glynnis MacNicol, attached to Executive Produce, this 
memoir is now in active development as a comedy series for TV, produced by Pretty Matches. Pretty 
Matches is Sarah Jessica Parker’s (Sex And The City) production company, and their mission is to bring a 
diverse array of contemporary women’s narratives, written and directed by women, into the prestige 
television space. They announced the memoir as part of their official slate in Deadline this past summer. 

 

RAVENS: This chilling, sophisticated thriller by international bestselling author George Dawes Green was 
published in 2009 and has been in development as a feature film ever since. In the past few months, the 
production team has scouted locations, and major actor attachments have been confirmed: both Adam 
Driver (Star Wars) and Oscar Isaacs (Ex Macchina) will star in the film. 

 

THE LAST ONE: Alexandra Oliva’s high concept dystopian thriller has been optioned by Jesse James, who 
is bringing it to Mark Burnett, the creator of Survivor and Shark Tank, as a limited TV series. 

 

COSMOLOGY OF MONSTERS: Chernin Entertainment has been developing this horror/literary fiction 
hybrid for television, and a pilot script is currently being presented to TV networks for consideration. 

 

CATHERINE HOUSE: Stampede Enterprises has been developing this paranormal coming-of-age story for 
television, and a pilot script is currently out to directors and actors for consideration. 

 

THE CHET & BERNIES SERIES (DOG ON IT): This canine-narrated noir mystery series, currently in its 9th 
book, has recently been optioned by Carol Mendelsohn, the creator of the 16 year CSI franchise is 
developing the Chet & Bernie series as a comedy for network TV.  

 

MY NAME IS LUCY BARTON: Following a sold out and critically beloved first run, *and* a revival, the 
theatrical adaptation of Elizabeth Strout’s recent novel is now coming to Broadway, where it will open 
this January. Laura Linney will star again in this one-woman production at Manhattan Theatre Club. 

 

MEATY: Samantha Irby’s debut essay collection, initially developed for TV by FX Network, has now been 
moved into development with Comedy Central for a half-hour series, written by the author, produced by 
Abbi Jacobson (co-creator and co-star of Broad City). 

https://deadline.com/2019/07/divorce-end-season-3-hbo-sarah-jessica-parker-development-pretty-matches-productions-1202640265/
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ADULT FICTION AND NONFICTION 
 

THE KNOCKOUT QUEEN 
Rufi Thorpe (Knopf / February 2020) 
Italy (Bollati Boringhieri) 
Film/TV Agent: Brooke Ehrlich, Anonymous Content 

 

A dazzling and darkly comic novel of love, violence, and friendship. 
 

Bunny Lampert is the princess of North Shore —beautiful, tall, blond, with a rich real-estate-

developer father and a swimming pool in her backyard. Michael —with a ponytail down his back 

and a septum piercing—lives with his aunt in the cramped stucco cottage next door. When 
Bunny catches Michael smoking in her yard, he discovers that her life is not as perfect as it 
seems. At six foot three, Bunny towers over their classmates. Even as she dreams of standing 
out and competing in the Olympics, she is desperate to fit in, to seem normal, and to get a 
boyfriend, all while hiding her father's escalating alcoholism.  
 
Meanwhile, Michael has secrets of his own. At home and at school he pretends to be straight, 
but at night he meets men online for anonymous encounters that both thrill and scare him. 
When Michael falls in love for the first time, a vicious strain of gossip circulates and a terrible, 

brutal act becomes the defining feature of both his and Bunny's futures —and of their 
friendship. With storytelling as intoxicating as it is intelligent, Rufi Thorpe has created a tragic 
and unflinching portrait of identity, a fascinating examination of our struggles to exist in our 
bodies, and an excruciatingly beautiful story of two humans aching for connection. 
 
RUFI THORPE is the author of three novels. Her first, The Girls from Corona del Mar, was long-
listed for the 2014 International Dylan Thomas Prize and for the 2014 Flaherty-Dunnan First 
Novel Prize, and became a National Bestseller. She holds and MFA from the University of 
Virginia and lives in California with her husband and sons. 
 
Advance Praise for THE KNOCKOUT QUEEN: 
 
"Fearless, tender, and savagely alive, THE KNOCKOUT QUEEN is unlike anything you'll read this year. Rufi 
Thorpe's third novel is about unruly thoughts and unruly bodies, about violence and love, about doing 
the wrong thing for the right reasons and the drag of human being. You won't be able to look away. You 
might even recognize yourself.”—Chloe Benjamin, best-selling author of The Immortalists 
 
“THE KNOCKOUT QUEEN is an intense, unflinching examination of friendship, the threads that connect 
us in such strange ways. Rufi Thorpe navigates this difficult terrain thanks to a masterful use of detail 
and a wonderfully dark sense of humor that lands at just the right moment. Michael and Bunny are two 
of the most unique characters I've ever met, drawn with such precision that it's impossible to leave 
them behind. This is a hypnotic, beautiful novel, and Rufi Thorpe is an unbelievably unique talent.” 
 —Kevin Wilson, best-selling author of The Family Fang  
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“Holy Shit. I loved THE KNOCKOUT QUEEN. A blistering, brilliant look at friendship and violence, suburbia 
and class, all told by one of the most observant, engaging narrators I’ve read in a very long time. This 
book is going to stay with me.”—Grant Ginder, author of Honestly, We Meant Well and The People We 
Hate at the Wedding  
 
“Is it cheesy to say THE KNOCKOUT QUEEN knocked me off my feet? I couldn’t put it down, and when I 
had to, I did so only reluctantly, shakily. With unrelenting humor and terrifying intelligence, Rufi Thorpe 
tells the story of an unlikely high school friendship—the kind of friendship from which you never 
recover—with intensity and attentiveness. This captivating, generous book is a moving examination on 
human motivation, darkness, and love—calling attention to the ways we can be deeply different, and 
yet so much the same.”—Rachel Khong, author of Goodbye, Vitamin 
 
“THE KNOCKOUT QUEEN is the best book I've read in months! Its one-of-a-kind narrator is funny, 
vulnerable, brilliant, and brimming with longing, and the story he tells distills the pain and beauty of a 
life-changing friendship like nothing else I've read before. This book's got guts and heart, and wisdom for 
days, and I could not put it down. Rufi Thorpe is one of the most exciting novelists working today. This 
novel is truly exceptional. I loved it.”—Edan Lepucki, best-selling author of California and Woman No. 17 
  
"Brilliantly constructed and beautifully told, threaded with heartbreak, honesty and hope, THE 
KNOCKOUT QUEEN is a sublime coming of age story and Rufi Thorpe is a national treasure."—Cynthia 
Sweeney, best-selling author of The Nest 
  
 

BECOMING DUCHESS GOLDBLATT* 
Anonymous (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt / July 2020) 
*Publisher holds world English rights 
Film/TV Agent: Kim Yau, Paradigm 
 

“The only way to be reliably sure that the hero gets the girl at the end of the 
story is to be both the hero and the girl yourself.”—Duchess Goldblatt 
 
Part memoir and part joyful romp through the fields of imagination, the story behind a beloved 
pseudonymous Twitter account reveals how a writer deep in grief rebuilt a life worth living. 
 
BECOMING DUCHESS GOLDBLATT is two stories: that of the reclusive real-life writer who 
created a fictional character out of loneliness and thin air, and that of the magical Duchess 
Goldblatt herself, a bright light in the darkness of social media. Fans around the world are 
drawn to Her Grace’s voice, her wit, her life-affirming love for all humanity, and the fun and 
friendship of the community that’s sprung up around her. 
  
@DuchessGoldblat (81-year-old literary icon, author of An Axe to Grind) brought people 
together in her name: in bookstores, museums, concerts, and coffee shops, and along the way, 
brought real friends home—foremost among them, Lyle Lovett. 
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DUCHESS GOLDBLATT, 81, is the inspirational author of An Axe to Grind; Feasting on the 
Carcasses of My Enemies: A Love Story; and the heartwarming meditation on mothers and 
daughters Not If I Kill You First. A cultural icon, trophy ex-wife, friend to all humanity, and 
sponsor of the prestigious Goldblatt Prize in Fiction, she lives in Crooked Path, NY. She’s 
fictional but her love is real. 
 
ANONYMOUS, the real-life person in whose mind Duchess Goldblatt lives and flourishes, has 
gathered all available truth and beauty for these pages. There’s nothing else to give. 
 
Advance Praise for BECOMING DUCHESS GOLDBLATT: 
 
"This book is, like Duchess Goldblatt herself, nothing you expect and everything you need. It's a memoir 
not just of one life (failures and triumphs laid bare) but also of a second self—its creation, its evolution, 
its improbable splendor. We may never deserve Duchess Goldblatt and her magnanimity, but her 
inventor most certainly does."—Rebecca Makkai, author of The Great Believers 
 
“The question I am most often asked by readers out in the world, is, ‘Who is Duchess Goldblatt?’ The 
correct answer is, ‘She is the Universe’s secret admirer, a made-up & hilarious octogenarian who lives on 
Twitter, who delivers love and demands it in equal, astonishing measure.’ What they mean is: what’s her 
real identity? This book does not precisely reveal that. Instead it’s the actual memoir of a fictional 
person, a meditation on what it means to start again in the oddest way possible. It is also heartbreaking, 
funny, gorgeously written, surprising, brilliant, profound, the book only Duchess Goldblatt herself could 
have written.”—Elizabeth McCracken, author of Thunderstruck and Bowlaway 

 
 

YELLOW BIRD: 
Oil, Murder, and a Woman's Search for Justice in Indian Country 
Sierra Crane Murdoch (Random House / February 2020) 
Film/TV Agent: Will Watkins, ICM 
 

The true crime story of a murder on an Indian reservation, and the 
unforgettable Arikara woman who becomes obsessed with solving it—an 
urgent, page-turning work of literary journalism and social criticism. 
 
When Lissa Yellow Bird was released from prison in 2009, she found her home, the Fort 
Berthold Indian Reservation in North Dakota, transformed by the Bakken oil boom. In her 
absence, the landscape had been altered beyond recognition, her tribal government swayed by 
corporate interests, and her community burdened by a surge in violence and addiction. Three 
years later, when Lissa learned that a young white oil worker, Kristopher "KC" Clarke, had 
disappeared from his reservation worksite, she became particularly concerned. No one knew 
where Clarke had gone, and few people were actively looking for him. 
 
YELLOW BIRD traces Lissa's steps as she obsessively hunts for clues to Clarke's disappearance. 
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She navigates two worlds--that of her own tribe, changed by its newfound wealth, and that of 
the non-Native oilmen, down on their luck, who have come to find work on the heels of the 
economic recession. Her pursuit of Clarke is also a pursuit of redemption, as Lissa atones for her 
own crimes and reckons with generations of trauma. Yellow Bird is an exquisitely written, 
masterfully reported story about a search for justice and a remarkable portrait of a complex 
woman who is smart, funny, eloquent, compassionate, and--when it serves her cause--
manipulative. Drawing on eight years of immersive investigation, Crane Murdoch has produced 
a deep examination of the legacy of systematic violence inflicted on a tribal nation and a tale of 
extraordinary healing. 
 
SIERRA CRANE MURDOCH is a journalist based in the American West and has written for The 
Atlantic, The New Yorker online, Virginia Quarterly Review, Orion, and High Country News. She 
is a MacDowell Fellow. 
 
Advance Praise for YELLOW BIRD: 
 
“This book is a detective story, and a good one, that tells what happens when rootless greed 
collides with rooted culture. But it’s also a classic slice of American history, and a tale of resilience in the 
face of remarkable trauma. Sierra Crane Murdoch is a patient, careful, and brilliant chronicler of this 
moment in time, a new voice who will add much to our literature in the years ahead.”—Bill McKibben, 
author of Falter: Has the Human Game Begun to Play Itself Out? 
 
“In YELLOW BIRD, oilfield meets reservation, and readers meet a true-to-life Native sleuth unlike any in 
literature. Sierra Crane Murdoch takes a modest, ignored sort of American life and renders it large, with 
a murder mystery driving the action. It’s an empathetic, attentive account by a talented writer and 
listener.”—Ted Conover, author of Newjack: Guarding Sing Sing and Rolling Nowhere 

 
 

FALLOUT 
Lesley M. M. Blume (Simon & Schuster / August 2020) 
UK/ANZ (Text) 

Film/TV Agent: Howie Sanders, Anonymous Content 
 
When the U.S. military dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, ending World War 
II, the few reporters who managed to reach the bombed cities had their notes and film 
confiscated by U.S. censors. The devastating reality of the bombs horrific radioactive fallout 
quickly became a state-held secret. With help from a compliant American press, stories about 
the radiation sickness were dismissed as Japanese propaganda to gain sympathy from the 
international community. 
 
Eight months later, war correspondent and New Yorker journalist John Hersey visited Hiroshima 
in secret to interview survivors. Simply titled “Hiroshima,” his account in The New Yorker (and 
later published around the world) illustrated the catastrophic agony and cost that nuclear 
weapons had exacted, shocking 
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millions and shattering the official narrative that the atomic bombs were simply conventional 
bombs. The government scrambled to contain the damage, but the genie could not be put back 
into the bottle. 
 
FALLOUT will reveal how one intrepid reporter dared to get one of the most important 
journalistic scoops of modern times. “Hiroshima” signaled the massive shift the press would 
soon make to its function as an independent watchdog, foreshadowing the increasingly 
adversarial relationship between the American press and the U. S. government long before the 
advent of “fake news.” Part thriller, part detective story, the book will showcase the power of 
the individual in the face of cataclysmic events, through the narrative of a single reporter telling 
one of the biggest and most harrowing stories in human history through the prism of a small 
handful of human experiences.  
 
LESLEY M. M. BLUME is the New York Times-bestselling author of Everybody Behaves Badly (“[A] 
must-read” –Harper’s Bazaar) and an award-winning journalist, reporter, and cultural historian. 
She contributes regularly to Vanity Fair and the Wall Street Journal, and her work has appeared 
in Vogue, Town & Country, and Departures, among other publications. She holds honors 
degrees in history from Williams College and Cambridge University. Blume lives in New York 
and Los Angeles with her husband and daughter. 
 
 

WOW, NO THANK YOU 
Samantha Irby (Vintage / April 2020) 
UK/ANZ (Faber & Faber) 

 
Beloved writer Samantha Irby returns to the printed page for her much-anticipated, hilarious 
third book following Meaty (now in TV development at Comedy Central) and the New York 
Times bestselling We Are Never Meeting in Real Life. 
 
Irby is turning forty, and increasingly uncomfortable in her own skin. She has left her job as a 
receptionist at a veterinary clinic, has written bestsellers and is courted by Hollywood, left 
Chicago, and moved into a house with a garden that requires repairs and know-how with her 
wife and two step-children in a small white, Republican town in Michigan where she now hosts 
book clubs. This is the bourgeois life of dreams. She goes on bad dates with new friends, spends 
weeks in Los Angeles taking meetings with "skinny, luminous peoples" while being a "cheese 
fry-eating slightly damp Midwest person," "with neck pain and no cartilage in [her] knees," and 
hides Entenmann's cookies under her bed and unopened bills under her pillow. 
The essays in this collection draw on the raw, hilarious particulars of Irby's new life. WOW, NO 
THANK YOU is Irby at her most unflinching, riotous, and relatable. 
 
SAMANTHA IRBY writes a blog called bitches gotta eat. 
 
 

https://bitchesgottaeat.blogspot.com/
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REMEMBER THIS 
Alexandra Oliva (Ballantine / Spring 2021) 
Film/TV Agent: Dana Spector, CAA 

A page-turning story of survival, but also a commentary on how we grow and reinvent ourselves 

in this overly connected, digital age.  

A woman whose name shouldn’t be Linda lives in a city she can’t stand, her every movement 

tracked by her father, a reluctant but duty-bound protector who was horrified to learn of her 

existence 14 years earlier, when Linda emerged from the woods as a feral child. She’d been 

raised in total isolation by her brilliant but dangerously unhinged mother, who birthed her in a 

grief-ridden attempt to replace her deceased firstborn daughter. The internet obsessed over 

Linda’s sudden appearance, labeling her #CloneGirl. The misnomer haunts Linda still, and as an 

adult, she struggles to interact with people and strives to lead a quiet life. And then a new 

neighbor moves in and changes everything. For the first time, Linda sees the potential of true 

friendship, and through her neighbor is drawn into the escapism of virtual reality. But just as 

she’s easing into a new sense of belonging, Linda is kidnapped and taken to a remote location 

where she will ultimately be forced to confront the truth of her traumatic past. 

REMEMBER THIS is a wrenching portrait of parental grief, a daring proposal on how memory 

functions, and an examination of whom we trust with our own histories. 

ALEXANDRA OLIVA is the author of the novel The Last One, which is currently in development 
for TV. She has a BA in history from Yale University and an MFA from The New School. She lives 
in the Pacific Northwest with her family.  
 

Praise for THE LAST ONE: 
 
“[Alexandra] Oliva brilliantly scrutinizes the recorded (and heavily revised) narratives we believe, and 
the last one hundred pages will have the reader constantly guessing just what Zoo is capable of doing 
to find her way back home.”—Washington Post 
  
“A high-concept, high-octane affair . . . The conceit is undoubtedly clever and . . . well executed.”—The 
Guardian 
  
“The TV show Survivor meets Cormac McCarthy’s The Road in Oliva’s stellar debut. . . . Fueled by 
brilliantly intimate and insightful writing as well as an endearing and fully realized female lead, this 
apocalyptic novel draws its power from Zoo’s realizations about society and herself as she struggles to 
survive.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) 
 
“THE LAST ONE seamlessly melds two of our contemporary obsessions—the threat of global catastrophe 
and the staged drama of reality TV—into a fiercely imagined tale of the human psyche under stress. 
This is an uncompromising, thought-provoking debut.”—Justin Cronin, author of The Passage 
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Option holders: UK/ANZ (Michael Joseph); Germany (S. Fischer Verlag); Spain (Suma/PRH); 
France (Editions Kero); The Netherlands (Ambo|Anthos); Sweden (Bonniers); Denmark 
(ArtPeople); Brazil (Rocco); 2020 Editore (Portugal); Poland (Znak); Hungary (Alexandra); 
Norway (Cappelen Damm); Taiwan (China Times); Italy (Sperling & Kupfer); Turkey (Marti 
Yayin Grubni); Czech Republic (Euromedia); Slovak Republic (Ikar); Estonia (Tanapaev); Japan 
(Hayakawa); Russia (Eksmo); Slovenia (Mladinska Knjiga); Thailand (WeLearn Publishing); 
Korea (Kyobo Book Centre); Romania (Litera); Bulgaria (Soft Press); Estonia (AS Tänapäev) 
 
 

I GIVE IT TO YOU 
Valerie Martin (Nan A. Talese / August 2020) 
UK/ANZ (Serpent's Tail) 

 

“‘Do you like it?’ she said. ‘I give it to you.’” 
 

American novelist Jan Vidor arrives at Villa Chiara in Tuscany intent on learning Italian, touring 
the hill towns, and casting about for a subject for her next book. Jan is well acquainted with the 
unwelcome effusions of strangers who offer their personal histories for her fiction. But in their 
first meeting, her aristocratic landlord Beatrice Salviati Doyle makes a passing remark about 
violent events at the villa during World War II, and Jan finds herself wanting to know more. 
Further conversations reveal Beatrice to be a complicated woman with a knack for telling 
stories about the past. Routinely, and then vehemently, Jan takes notes. Soon she is 
investigating leads like a detective, documenting the decline of a once powerful family through 
the vicissitudes of two wars and three generations. 
 
As Jan reconstructs the past, Beatrice is absorbed in securing the future of the family estate. 
What neither of them knows is that behind the bucolic scrim of daily life at the villa, a plot is 
being hatched that will deal the final death blow to the Salviati patrimony. 
 
For Jan, her friend’s family history is an irresistible account of class struggle; it’s a story she 
wants to tell. It doesn’t occur to her that Beatrice regrets having told it, or that she might 
consider Jan’s version a betrayal of trust. Isn’t stealing other people’s lives the business of a 
novelist? Jan has no illusions about the answer to this question. It’s yes. It’s always yes.  
 
VALERIE MARTIN is the author of twelve novels, including Trespass, Mary Reilly (a major motion 
picture starring Julia Roberts), and Property, four collections of short fiction, and a biography of 
St. Francis of Assisi . She has been awarded numerous prizes for her work, including the Kafka 
Prize (for Mary Reilly) and Britain’s Orange Prize (for Property.) She resides in Dutchess County, 
New York and is currently Professor of English at Mt. Holyoke College. 
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THE COYOTES OF CARTHAGE 
Steven Wright (Ecco / April 2020) 
Film/TV Agent: Eric Reid, WME 
 

A blistering and thrilling debut—a biting exploration of American politics, set in 
a small South Carolina town, about a political operative running a dark money 
campaign for his corporate clients 

 
Dre Ross has one more shot. Despite being a successful political consultant, his aggressive 
tactics have put him on thin ice with his boss, Mrs. Fitz, who plucked him from juvenile 
incarceration and mentored his career. She sends him to rural South Carolina with $250,000 of 
dark money to introduce a ballot initiative on behalf of a mining company. The goal: to force 
the locals into voting to sell their pristine public land to the highest bidder. 
 
Under Dre’s cynical direction, a land grab is disguised as a righteous fight for faith and liberty. 
As lines are crossed and lives ruined, Dre’s increasingly cutthroat campaign threatens the very 
soul of Carthage County and perhaps the last remnants of his own humanity. 
 
A piercing portrait of our fragile democracy and one man's unraveling, THE COYOTES OF 
CARTHAGE may very well be the political novel of our times.  
 
STEVEN WRIGHT is a clinical associate professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison Law 
School, where he co-directs the Wisconsin Innocence Project. From 2007-2012 he served as a 
trial attorney in the Voting Section of the United States Department of Justice. He has written 
numerous essays about race, criminal justice, and election law for the New York Review of 
Books. Steven is a graduate of the MFA program at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and 
holds a Masters of Arts in Writing from the Johns Hopkins University. 
 
Advance Praise for THE COYOTES OF CARTHAGE: 
 
“This lively, observant novel is a kind of national tragicomedy of manners.  Once in a while an American 
political novel comes along that is part news, part satire, and everywhere full of jolts and wit. THE 
COYOTES OF CARTHAGE delivers all that with brilliance and verve.”—Lorrie Moore, author of Birds of 
America 
 
“All politics are local, but in THE COYOTES OF CARTHAGE, even this small South Carolina town is at the 
mercy of Washington’s dark money.  As a cautionary tale, Steven Wright’s debut can stand beside All the 
King’s Men and The War Room.”—Stewart O’Nan, author of A Prayer for the Dying and Last Night at the 
Lobster) 
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CATHERINE HOUSE 
Elisabeth Thomas (Custom House / April 2020) 
UK/ANZ (Tinder Press); Germany (dtv) 
Film/TV Agent: Michelle Kroes and Michelle Weiner, CAA 
 

A sexy, dark, and brainy modern gothic with shades of The Secret History by way 
of Sarah Waters. 
 
Catherine House is a school of higher learning like no other. Secluded in the woods of rural 
Pennsylvania, Catherine’s experimental liberal arts curriculum, wildly selective admissions 
policy, and formidable endowment have produced some of the world’s best minds: prize-
winning authors, artists, and inventors, diplomats, Congressmen, Supreme Court justices, 
Presidents. 
  
For those fortunate enough to be selected, tuition and room and board are free, but for the 
duration of the three-year program—summers included—Catherine’s incoming class must say 
goodbye to the outside world. Family, friends, newspapers, television, music, and even their 
wardrobes must be left behind.  
  
Into this rarefied world arrives Ines, who—despite having traded blurry days and nights of 
parties, pills, cruel friends, and dangerous men for rigorous, disorienting coursework—discovers 
a Catherine-sponsored environment of revelry. Through food, drink, and sexual 
experimentation, the students of Catherine are encouraged to expand their minds.  
  
Catherine is the closest thing to home that Ines has ever experienced, and her stern and serious 
roommate Baby proves to be an unlikely friend. As Ines continues to engage in old patterns and 
chafe against the House’s rules, Baby’s obsessive desire for acceptance into the coveted “New 
Materials” program ends in her apparent suicide. 
  
Ines’s curiosity—the driving force for her past mistakes—is redirected to find the truth behind 
Baby’s death. Spying on classmates’ research and seducing out their secrets, Ines discovers that 
Catherine—in all its shabby splendor, advanced theories, and decadence—hides a questionable 
yet dangerously appealing agenda for an outlier like Ines.  
  
ELISABETH THOMAS grew up in Brooklyn, where she still lives and now writes. She graduated 
from Yale University and currently works for The Museum of Modern Art. Following an eight-
house auction for US rights, TV rights were sold competitively to Stampede, who have financed 
a pilot script that is currently circulating among directors and actors. 
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A COSMOLOGY OF MONSTERS 
Shaun Hamill (Pantheon / September 2019) 
UK/ANZ (Titan); Germany (Heyne); France (Albin Michel); Italy (Sperling & 
Kupfer); Spain (Urano) 
Film/TV Agent: Kim Yau, Paradigm 
 

"If John Irving ever wrote a horror novel, it would be something like this. I loved 
it.”—Stephen King 

 
Monsters both figurative and very literal stalk the Turner family. The youngest child, Noah, 
narrates the family history: how in the late '60s, his bookish mother Margaret marries 
Lovecraft-lover Harry against her better judgment. The couple has two daughters--Sydney, born 
for the spotlight, and the brilliant but awkward Eunice, a natural writer and storyteller. But 
finances are tight, Margaret and Eunice are haunted by horrific dreams, and Harry starts acting 
strangely. He becomes obsessed with the construction of an elaborately crafted haunted house 
attraction, christened the Wandering Dark. The family tries to shield baby Noah from the 
house's faux horrors, but unbeknownst to them, he's being visited by a furry beast with glowing 
orange eyes—the same ghastly being glimpsed by both his mother and sister. However, unlike 
them, Noah decides to let the creature inside his room. 
 
As he approaches the conclusion of his family's tale, it becomes more and more apparent that 
there's only one way the story can end: with Noah making the ultimate sacrifice. 
 
SHAUN HAMILL grew up on a steady diet of horror fiction and monster movies. He holds an 
MFA from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop and his fiction has appeared in Carve and Spilt Infinitive.  
 
Praise for A COSMOLOGY OF MONSTERS: 
 
“A COSMOLOGY OF MONSTERS is as weird and compelling and ambitious a horror novel as you could 
possibly want.”—Carmen Maria Machado, author of Her Body and Other Parties 
  
“It's a horror tale unafraid to tackle big issues of familial fealty, the architecture of fear, and the 
metaphysics of love, all while shocking the pants off the reader. Like Lev Grossman's The Magicians, only 
for horror instead of fantasy, the book examines the way we interact and fail to interact with each 
other, all bound together with genre delights that are mildly subverted even as they're adoringly 
celebrated.”—NPR 
 
“Sometimes you read a book and you know it’s special. A COSMOLOGY OF MONSTERS is just such a 
book. It’s a book about family, love, loss, obsession . . . and monsters. Unique and wonderful. You won’t 
read anything like it this year.”—C. J. Tudor, author of The Chalk Man   
 
“An accomplished, macabre horror saga and a promising debut from an imaginative new author.”—
Kirkus Reviews 
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IN THE DREAM HOUSE 
Carmen Maria Machado (Graywolf Press / November 2019) 
UK/ANZ (Serpent's Tail); Canada (A Strange Light/PRH); Germany (Klett Cotta); 
Spain (Anagrama); the Netherlands (Karaat); Brazil (Companhia das letras); 
Poland (Agora) 

Film/TV Agent: Olivia Blaustein, CAA 
 

A startling, moving, and innovative memoir from the National Book Award 
Finalist for Fiction.  
 
IN THE DREAM HOUSE is Carmen Maria Machado’s engrossing and wildly innovative account of 
a relationship gone bad, and a bold dissection of the mechanisms and cultural representations 
of psychological abuse. Tracing the full arc of a harrowing relationship with a charismatic but 
volatile woman, Machado struggles to make sense of how what happened to her shaped the 
person she was becoming. 
 
And it’s that struggle that gives the book its original structure: each chapter is driven by its own 
narrative trope―the haunted house, erotica, the bildungsroman―through which Machado 
holds the events up to the light and examines them from different angles. She looks back at her 
religious adolescence, unpacks the stereotype of lesbian relationships as safe and utopian, and 
widens the view with essayistic explorations of the history and reality of abuse in queer 
relationships. 
 
Machado’s dire narrative is lightened with her characteristic wit, playfulness, and openness to 
inquiry. She casts a critical eye over legal proceedings, fairy tales, Star Trek, and Disney villains, 
as well as iconic works of film and fiction. The result is a wrenching, riveting book that explodes 
our ideas about what a memoir can do and be. 
 
CARMEN MARIA MACHADO's short-story collection, Her Body and Other Parties, was a finalist 
for the National Book Award, the Kirkus Prize, LA Times Book Prize Art Seidenbaum Award for 
First Fiction, the World Fantasy Award, the Dylan Thomas Prize, Brooklyn Public Library 
Literature Prize, the PEN/Robert W. Bingham Prize for Debut Fiction, and the winner of the Bard 
Fiction Prize, the Lambda Literary Award for Lesbian Fiction, the Shirley Jackson Award, and the 
National Book Critics Circle's John Leonard Prize.  
 
Her essays, fiction, and criticism have appeared in the New Yorker, the New York Times, Granta, 
Tin House, VQR, McSweeney's Quarterly Concern, The Believer, Guernica, Best American Science 
Fiction & Fantasy, Best American Nonrequired Reading, and elsewhere. She holds an MFA from 
the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. 
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Advance Praise for IN THE DREAM HOUSE: 
 

“Daringly structured and ruthlessly inquisitive. . . . The heart of this history is clear, deeply felt, 
and powerful. A fiercely honest, imaginatively written, and necessary memoir from one our 
great young writers.”―Kirkus Reviews (starred review) 
 
“[A]n affecting, chilling memoir about domestic abuse.”―Publishers Weekly (starred review) 
 
“[Machado’s] writing exhibits all of the formal precision of her fiction, and the book draws the 
reader deep into the varied rooms of the haunted house of the past. Highly 
recommended.”―Booklist (starred review) 
 
“Absolutely remarkable. . . . What makes this book truly exceptional is how Machado creates an 
archive where, shamefully, there is none.”―Roxane Gay, author of Bad Feminist 
 
“Carmen Maria Machado has re-imagined the memoir genre, creating a work of art both 
breathtakingly inventive and urgently true. In the Dream House is crucial queer testimony. I’ve 
never read a book like it.”―Alex Marzano-Lesnevich, author of The Facts of a Body 
 
 

AND I DO NOT FORGIVE YOU: 
Stories and Other Revenges 

Amber Sparks (Liveright / February 2020) 
 
The Unfinished World and Other Stories was a Washington Post Best Book of 2016 and its 
author Amber Sparks was praised by Roxane Gay as " a master of the fantastic."  
 
In AND I DO NOT FORGIVE YOU: STORIES AND OTHER REVENGES, Sparks presents another 
genre-bending collection tethered by shades of rage, featuring such heroes as time-traveling 
queens and video game-designing goddesses, and such specters as clingy ghosts and mediocre 
men. 
 
AMBER SPARKS is the author of two previous collections, and her fiction has appeared in 
American Short Fiction, The Collagist, and elsewhere. She lives in Washington, DC. 
 
Advance Praise for AND I DO NOT FORGIVE YOU: 
 
 “Amber Sparks’ stories are, precisely, like her name: precious things delivered in a burst of fire and 
light.”—Carmen Maria Machado, author of Her Body and Other Parties 
 
 “What joyful play and heart and movement in these stories, full of permission and the thrum of ideas 
bursting and growing on the page. To read   one is like a bon-bon on a silver platter with a lit sparkler 
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stuck inside.”—Aimee Bender, author of The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake and The Girl in the 
Flammable Skirt 

 
 

BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 

 

SADDLES & SECRETS 
Jane Smiley (Knopf Books for Young Readers / March 2019) 
UK/ANZ (Scholastic) 
Film/TV Agent: Lynn Pleshette 
 
A young rider gets to know a new pony, adjusts to a new sibling, and learns a lot about 
secrets in this charming follow-up to Pulitzer Prize-winner Jane Smiley's Riding Lessons. 
 
Ellen can't stop thinking about the racehorse Ned—and the secret she shares with him. There 
seem to be a lot of secrets in Ellen's life these days. Secrets between friends. Secrets within 
families. Secrets that are all her own. And secrets her parents are keeping from her that could 
change everything about her life. 
 
One thing that's not a secret is how much Ellen wants to jump--to feel herself on a horse as it 
soars through the air, smooth and fast. The horse she's riding these days is Hot Potato—a pony 
she can trust, a pony she can practice jumping with. But he can't possibly be as interesting as 
Ned, can he? And will her parents' secret take her away from the stable forever?  
 
JANE SMILEY is the author of many books for adults, including Some Luck, Horse Heaven, and 
the Pulitzer Prize-winning A Thousand Acres. She is the author of five Horses of Oak Valley 
Ranch books, The Georges and the Jewels, A Good Horse, True Blue, Pie in the Sky, and Gee 
Whiz.  RIDING LESSONS is the second book in her new horse trilogy. 
 
 

RUFF VS FLUFF 
Spencer Quinn (Scholastic / March 2019) 
UK/ANZ (Scholastic); Russia (Eksmo) 
Film/TV Agent: Sylvie Rabineau, WME 
 
A cat and dog do the impossible: team up to solve a murder! 
 
From the outside, Queenie the cat and Arthur the dog appear to have a lot in common. Both 
pets live in the charming Blackberry Hill inn. They both love their humans, twins Harmony and 
Bro. They both have a fondness for sausage.  
 
But that doesn't change the fact that they are mortal enemies.  
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Goofy, big-hearted Arthur loves everyone he's ever met . . . except the snobby, scheming cat 
who's devoted her life to ruining his.  
 
Queenie is a bit choosier. And who can blame her? When you're brilliant AND exquisitely 
beautiful, you can't be expected to rub tails with commoners. Especially not slobbery dogs.  
 
But when the twins' beloved uncle is framed for murder, Queenie and Arthur must work 
together to clear his name . . . something Queenie finds even more distasteful than inexpensive 
caviar. Can two enemies put aside their differences long enough to solve the mystery? 
 
SPENCER QUINN the author of the New York Times-bestselling Chet and Bernie mystery books 
and the stand-alone novel The Right Side, both for adults. His novels for kids include the New 
York Times bestselling Bowser and Birdie novel, Woof, and the follow-up, Arf, as well as the 
Edgar Award-nominated Echo Falls series. Spencer lives with his wife, Diana, and dogs, Audrey 
and Pearl, on Cape Cod, Massachusetts. 
 
 
 


